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The News of Hungarian Philately
THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER
by Alan Bauer
I hope that all of our members have had a wonderful holiday season and your Officers and
the Board of the Society for Hungarian Philately wishes you all the best for the New Year.
There are a couple of topics I would like to discuss in this Corner – the World Stamp Show
in New York and the progress of the website. We will have a new column that you will find
later in this newsletter – “The Webmaster’s Report”, which highlights new features and
articles in our site – please take a look.
We are knee deep in preparations for the big show. Our booth at the show will be #779. Our
annual General Meeting will be held at the show on May 30th, from 1-3pm in Room number
1E16. If you are planning to attend, please let us know. Many of us will also be attending
our traditional Hungarian dinner on Monday night, May 30th at the “Café Budapest”. We
hope to see our attendees there and let us know how many we need to reserve places for. If
anyone needs help with hotel reservations, please let me know and I’ll get you information
on the show lodging options.
We are starting a huge project next year, which is to upload soft copies of all of our previous
newsletter articles onto our website. We have many of them available in soft copy files and
need volunteers to help up load them so that all of our members can access them. We also
plan to do the same for the pages of “The Concordance of Hungarian Stamps”, which is a
compendium of catalog numbers from Scott, Michel, Magyar Belyeg Katalogus, Yvert and
Zumstein. This was written by Bill Domonkos as our SHP Monograph Series, Number 7, in
1999. In order to accomplish these tasks, we are happy to train any interested members in
the use of Wordpress (it’s quite easy). Those volunteers will work together to upload the
information. We can run this training session at the StampShow in May for members that are
interested in helping and learning to work with some new “toys”.
There are lots of opportunities to help the society and work together with an interesting group
of people. We are seeking volunteers for the show, the website and two new operating
committees that we are planning to create next year for growth of membership and publicity.
So please let me know and we’ll find something for you. Please volunteer!!!
Annual membership dues for 2016 are due as of January 1st. Please fill out the Membership
Renewal form found in this issue of The News and return it, with payment, to Wes Learned,
our Treasurer.
We all hope you and your families have a great new year and as always …………………
Happy stamping …… Alan
alan.bauer@hungarianphilately.org
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KUDOS & WELCOME
Congratulations to Fumihisa Ito, one of our
members from Japan, on his winning a
Large Vermeil for his exhibit “Hungarian
Inflation 1945-1946” at the Singapore 2015
World Stamp Exhibition. His score was an
88. Well done Mr. Ito!

Left: Mr. Ito’s award. Above: Mr. Ito
with Hungarian Commissioner, Glatz
István László.
Congratulations to our past-President, Lyman Caswell, and his wife Ruth, who have received
a Distinguished Service Award from SEAPEX. The award reflects their active role in
SEAPEX receiving World Series Philately accreditation.
Welcome to our three newest members: Wesley Ashby of San Gabriel, Califormia, Adrian
Gratz from Haifa, Israel and Steve Dulaney of Stayton, Oregon. Mr. Dulaney is member
#900, a major milestone for the society!

THE WEBMASTER’S REPORT
by Alan Bauer
I got the idea to do this segment when looking at the Hungarian Philatelic Society of Great
Britain newsletter and saw that they had a “Webmaster” column. I found it quite informative
and it provided some ideas for our own website. What we will do here is to let our members
know of new features and articles on the site and to provide information on the worldwide
reach of it. I hope that you will find it interesting.
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New Members
Since the inception of the new site in late-September, we have had three new members sign
up using the “Join Us” feature of the site. That’s a great start for the first two months, so
hopefully we’ll keep it up. During the course of next year we’ll be exploring opportunities to
drive new membership through the website and also through our traditional methods. If
anyone has any suggestions, we welcome them and would love to talk about opportunities for
growth with our members. Send in your suggestions using either email or regular mail.
New Features and Articles on the Website
Three new articles will have appeared on the site by the time you are reading this Newsletter:
1) Belyegvilag article about Bob Morgan – this article was written in two parts in the
MABÉOSZ publication and provides a retrospective on our own Robert Morgan. It is
titled “55 Years of Memories” (Lippai, 2015 September, October) and is not to be
missed. We’ll be publishing this also in our upcoming newsletter.
2) Newsletter Index – this is a 41 page index provided by Csaba Kohalmi covering all of
our previous newsletters while Csaba was our Editor from 1990 to 2015 – twenty-five
years’ worth of your News. The article titles are searchable by keywords, so will
allow members to find articles in their areas of interest. When we combine that with
the project next year to load up soft copies of the articles, we will have a significant
library of Hungarian Philately to put in the hands of our membership.
3) World Stamp Show page – this new page will provide a central location containing
information about the show, where things are happening, who will be attending and
after the show a place to see pictures of your members at the show.
Take a look at these new articles and let us know what you think. Suggestions for new
features and articles are always welcome.
Statistics
Who is looking at your website? During the months of October and November, we have had
over 1200 visits by users on the site. The majority of them were in November following a
ramping up of users in October. The site has had viewership from throughout the world.
After the United States, the leading countries in order of number of visits were Russia,
United Kingdom, Germany, Canada, China, France, Netherlands and Hungary (with 27
visits). It will be interesting to see if over the next three months, Hungary increases its
viewership.
I hope this information is interesting to our members. Please let me know if there is any
other information that might be of interest to you.
Please take a look at your website and as always ………………………………………
Happy stamping …… Alan
alan.bauer@hungarianphilately.org
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THE RAMBLINGS OF YOUR NEW EDITOR
by Robert Lauer
By now all of you, at least those for whom we have e-mail addresses, have received the
MailChimp survey sent out by az Elnӧk. I would encourage those of you who have not yet
responded, to please take a few moments to do so. If you did not receive the survey, please
just send me a quick e-mail letting me know which catalogues you have access to and
whether or not you’re a member of the Hungarian Philatelic Society of Great Britain.
The rationale for my first question has to do with the content of The News. I am working on
the assumption that the vast majority of the members of the SHP, certainly the North
American members either have a copy of the Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalogue
section for Hungary or a copy of the Scott Classic Specialized Catalogue of Stamps &
Covers. If most members of the SHP do not have access to certain other catalogues, I will
try to incorporate some of the more interesting detail from these catalogues, which Scott does
not have, into the content of The News. If most members do have these other catalogues,
then this is probably less helpful, and I will try to make my commentary with respect to other
catalogues more comparative in nature.
My rationale for the second question is how concerned I should be about the duplication of
content, such as the central article in this issue, between the Stamps of Hungary, which is
the quarterly journal of our sister society in the United Kingdom, and The News. If there is
not much overlap in membership, I am not going to get too fussed about duplication; if there
is a lot of overlap in the membership, Roger Morell, their editor, and I may want to do a bit
of coordination to minimize duplication of content in our two publications.
So far I have received 38 responses. Of these 38 replies: 84% have one of the Scott
catalogues, 60% have the Magyar Posta-és Illetékbélyeg Katalógus (MBK), 39% have
Michel Mitteleuropa and 29% have Stanley Gibbons Austria & Hungary.
This last figure is interesting as the Stanley Gibbons catalogue is by far and away the better
of the two English language catalogues. If you do not own an MBK or find the Hungarian a
bit too brutal to wade through, the Stanley Gibbons catalogue is the next best thing. The
section on the 1871 issues lists two paper types for the engraved series. The section on the
coloured envelopes deals with both plates of the 1881-90 series. The section on the 1888-98
envelopes distinguishes between the stereotype and electrotype versions, explains the
difference between them and provides a comprehensive listing of both perforations. The
section on occupation overprints also lists a lot of variaties that Scott does not. The diagrams
of the various watermarks are much more helpful than the ones in Scott, stamps are listed in
chronological order regardless of their purpose and sets of stamps are kept together rather
than being stewn around the catalogue by issue date. If you live in North America, the
catalogue values are irrelevant unless you’re trading with someone in the UK, so an older
copy works just fine and getting your hands on one should be a relatively inexpensive
proposition. I have a copy of the 6th edition published in 2002 and use it more than Scott.
I’m out of room, so I’ll continue my musings about these catalogues in the next issue.
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Before I sign off though, I would like to thank Johan Sevenhuijsen, Martin Weise, Csaba
Kohalmi, Paul de Leeuw van Weenen and Alan Soble for their contributions to this issue of
The News. Johan’s Letter to the Editor is the final installment of the excange with Csaba on
the Kalmar covers. Martin Weise, our new member from the UK, provides a delightful twist
on my piece on counterfeit Kӧztársaság overprints in his Letter to the Editor. Csaba provides
an illuminating explanation about Trafiks in his Letter to the Editor. The centre-piece article
for this issue is Paul’s wonderfully detailed work on Hungarian tax notice forms used
between 1884 and and the Second World War. A version of this article was published in two
parts in the last two issues of the Stamps of Hungary. With apologies to Roger Morell, the
Editor of the Stamps of Hungary, the version of the article that appears in this issue of The
News is quite different than the one in the Stamps of Hungary. Paul and I have done some
editing, added a bit of explanatory text here and there, reformatted the tables and have added
a load more illustrations to make the article not only more user friendly for those of us, like
me, who were completely unaware of the existence of tax notice forms before reading Paul’s
work on this subject, but also easier to use as an authoritative catalogue for these items. Last,
but certainly not least, Alan Soble’s article is a nice riff off of two items from the last issue of
The News: the centenary of Einstein’s presentation of his Theory of Relatively to the
Prussian Academy of Sciences and one of the cards in Jan’s centre-piece article on Turul
postal stationary during the Hungarian hyperinflation.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Csaba makes some great points in his “I Beg to Differ” reply to my letter to the Editor in the
July – September 2015 issue of The News (46:3). The additional information on the
procedure in handling airmail letters is important and interesting. Also, of course, the
Monográfiája has no bible status and later research can easily have corrected mistakes or
oversights in the book and I’m sure much research has been done that I’m not aware of.
It is correct that nowadays cancels on covers can be easily forged realisticly (I’ve understood
even 3D printing is used). These techniques were, however, not available a number of years
ago. That is why, in my opinion, provenance is an important aspect in the research of rare
covers. If the covers can be shown to have been auctioned decades ago or if they
demonstrably come from an older collection, that adds to their status. If, however, they have
recently appeared on the market without pedigree, they are more likely to be fakes. Only
very recent forgeries would likely pass a thorough investigation of the cancels themselves on
the covers.
In my opinion, just the date of the cancel and the short J are still too slim a basis for a
definitive answer. It might of course be possible that a known forger made a series of covers
with specific cancels, stolen or constructed for the purpose, but that would result in a known
‘group’ of fakes. I do not know if that is the case here.
Johan Sevenhuijsen
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
I have today just received the new issue of your excellent journal and your article on Page 36
has inspired me to get out and send you a scan of this old card, which I have had for some 20
years.
The card below was send by a Mr. Ludwig Hoffenreich to a Mr. Einar Carlson in Tranäs,
Sweden proposing to exchange Hungarian stamps for Swedish “Landsturm” stamps.
Remarkably, Mr. Hoffenreich managed to maneuver this 10 fillér postal stationary card into
his typewriter to type Kӧztársaság over the imprint at reasonably close to the right angle for
the overprint on the stamps. He then applied a 2 fillér overprinted stamp, which was
completely unecessary for the postage rate to Sweden at the time, lined up nicely with the
imprint, and had the postal clerk join the two perfectly with a Budapest postmark.

It looks perfect; it takes you a while to notice that his private overprint is in lower case rather
than capitals. No deception for gain can possibly be suspected here; it was just a present to
the recipient of the card. Hopefully, Mr. Hoffenreich was successful in his request for
Swedish “Landsturm” stamps!
Martin Weise
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
In the last issue of The News, Jan Jaap de Weerd speculated in his article Turul Postal Cards
during the Hungarian Hyperinflation: May 1 to October 30, 1945 about the role of ‘tobacco
shops’ in selling postage stamps and postal stationery. Understanding their role has been an
ongoing puzzle for stamp collectors, who are not familiar with Hungarian culture.
The best way that I characterize the shop called trafik in Hungary, or tobacco shop in other
parts of Europe, is to draw a parallel to modern day convenience stores found at gas (petrol)
stations throughout the United States and along rest stops of autobahnen in Europe. In my
experience, the trafiks sold tobacco products (cigarettes, pipe tobacco, rolling paper, matches,
flint and fluid for lighters) as well as stamps, postal stationery, writing material (paper,
pencils, ink), newspapers and a sundry of other, commonly used household items. My
memory of such shops was that usually they were small in size and cluttered with
merchandise. As with today’s convenience stores, the prices were not necessarily the
cheapest available and the customers paid a small markup for the convenience.
The proprietors of the trafik bought supplies from the post offices at face value; they then
resold these items with a small markup. Hence, they did not receive a commission for this
service in the form of a discount on the sales prices from the post office as Jan Jaap
speculated. The way they conducted business was to sell postal stationery items properly
franked with the current postal rates; therefore, Jan Jaap is quite correct with the next
statement: However, when postal rates changed, they had to add the requisite supplemental
stamps before selling the cards. Procuring the necessary stamps was considered their
business responsibility to their customers.
I personally experienced my grandfather’s dedication to using the village trafik to buy his
stationery items. I also know that before he became a municipal policeman, he dabbled with
the idea of opening up his own trafik. Perhaps he thought it was the right thing to do to help
a fellow village resident make a living even though it cost him a few extra fillérs. Medium
sized Hungarian towns may have had two post offices; so most residents probably used
trafiks for common mailings rather than walk half way across town to the post office.
Csaba L. Kohalmi

A NEW CLASSIFICATION OF THE TAX NOTICE FORMS OF HUNGARY
by Paul de Leeuw van Weenen
Introduction
The tax notice form is a type of special-use postal stationery form that was used to collect all
sorts of taxes and revenues that frequently causes confusion among collectors. In its original
version, it consisted of a large card folded into three approximately equal parts as illustrated
in Figure 1, below. With the 1926 issue, these tax notice forms became two-part cards
resembling Message-Reply postal cards. The objective of this article is to explore the
evolution of these forms and to set out a classification scheme for these forms for collectors.
October – December 2015
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Figure 1. Tax notice form #10, front side and rear side.
The Establisment of Tax Notice Forms
The tax notice postal stationery form was inaugurated with Regulation Nr. 2662, published in
the Hungarian PRT 7/1884 on 30th January 1884. In his 1902 work, Kropf quotes from the
official decree of 1884 (his original, in the German language, is in Appendix I):
“The Royal post offices where sworn-in postal officials are working, will in
the future deliver tax notice forms on behalf of the municipal and royal tax
offices.
The stamp imprints on the forms are to be cancelled and the tax notice forms
are to be distributed among the postmen for the next delivery and to be
recorded in a special register.”
He then quotes from page 7 of the Postal Regulation 2662/1884 regarding the handling of the
tax notice forms (tax postal cards):
“The procedure is the following:
The tax notice forms have to be addressed to persons who live in the area of
the post office. Re-directing is forbidden.
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The tax office has to fill in the form fully and readably including the address
of the tax payer and, on the receipt, the address of the tax office.
The tax notice forms are to be recorded in a register and brought to the post
office at such a time that the distributing post officer can check the forms
before taking possession of the forms.”
Description
It is important to distinguish between forms with the heading Adóintés (Adó = tax, and intés
= admonition or warning notice) from those with only the word Intés, when determining the
catalogue number of an item, as both were used interchangeably. The font type is also
important: ornate (thick, square characters), antique (letters with serifs) or grotesque (letters
without serifs). The antique and grotesque fonts are usually in normal upright lettering, but
can be in Italic letters. The forms in Croatian are headed Porezna opomena, or just
Opomena, and in Italian Adóintés – Foglio d’ammonizione.
Until 1926, the receipt portion was the lower third of the form (see Figure 1). The receipt
portion normally has rouletting between it and the remainder of the form. This part can have
a printed address, such as A fövárosi I. kerületi adószámviteli hivatalnak Budapest (I
District office of the Capital Tax Accounting) and contained, on the front and also often on
the rear, at lower-left, a capital letter code designating the type of form. These code letters
are in different fonts, which I have indicated in the listings. In certain cases, these code
letters are also followed by the Hungarian word minta, the direct translation of which is
“model” or “sample”, but in this context, is intended to denote the type of form.
See
Figures 1 and 2. The word minta, and the Croatian language version, Obrazac, are always in
antique. Both the Adóintés and Intés forms can have the same capital letter codes.

Figure 2. The front and rear of a used receipt, #5c.

Following is a listing of these capital letter codes:
A Adóintés (receipts) in general, mostly used outside Budapest.
B Adóintés to Behajtási Osztályának (Collecting Department) in Budapest
C Intés in general, mostly used outside Budapest, but also for III.kerületi (3rd district) in
Budapest

October – December 2015
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D Intés to központi dij- és illetékkiszabási hivatalnok (Fees and Duties Central Office) in
Budapest
E Intés to Behajtási Osztályának in Budapest
F I. kerületi in Budapest
G II. kerületi in Budapest
H III. kerületi in Budapest
J IV. kerületi in Budapest
K V. kerületi in Budapest
Two part forms, illustrated below in Figure 3, were introduced in 1926 and have different
headings and addresses. These forms came in two denominations: local rate cards intended
for use in Budapest and inland rate cards intended for use outside Budapest.

Figure 3. The front and rear of tax notice form #43a.
The Classification Listings
Dr. Béla Simády’s catalogue of postal stationary lists a number of different issues of tax
notice forms, but this listing is far from complete, as I have noticed that there are actually
more than he records. Moreover, the older catalogues such as Moens, Kropf, Senf and
Ascher, list more and/or different issues of tax notice forms. This lack of a comprehensive
listing of all of the Hungarian tax notice forms issued has led me to develop the following
classification based on my own collection and all of the available catalogues.

10
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In a previous version of this article that was published in Postal Stationery, I listed every
item I knew of, including those from older catalogues, even if I could not verify the item’s
existence. In this case, I denoted this by having the numbering and description of tax notice
form in question in italics. In this version, I have decided to delete these unverified items
from the listing.
In the following listing, the capital letter codes are indicated in their font types in the
description of each form. Some of these fonts are illustrated below in Figures 4, 5 and 6. On
a few issues, there is only a capital letter code on the front side. I have designated the side of
the card with the address of the addressee as the front, and the side with the actual tax notice
as the rear.

Figure 4. A antique.

Figure 5. A minta grotesque.

Figure 6. C minta antique italic.

In the first column following the description, I propose a price in Euro for a complete unused
tax notice form, in the second column a price for a complete cancelled tax notice form (while
re-directing was forbidden when the addressee was moved, the complete form was returned
to the tax office and some were later sold to collectors), followed by separate rows for
cancelled receipts (Figure 2) and for the cancelled approximately 15 cm upper part with the
text of the notice itself (Figures 7a and 7b).

Figure 7a. The front and rear of the upper part of a used Intés form, #6a or 6b
(indistinguishable without the receipt portion).

October – December 2015
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Figure 7b. The front and rear of the upper part of Intés form #34.

The Forint – Krajczár Era: 1884-1900
Prior to 1900, all tax notice forms (#1 to #26) had two 2
krajczár indicium with the center containing a colorless
embossing of the back of an envelope over a post horn, and
both over a wreath. This indicium was also used for regular
post cards and other postal stationery and is illustrated in
Figure 8 at 250% of its actual size.
I believe that the first tax notice forms used were my #10 and
#11 through #15. Tax notice form #10 is illustrated in Figure
1 and was printed on paper with Watermark VII from 1880.
All 6 forms have the indicium imprints on opposite sides of
the form. Because the indicia imprints are embossed, the
printing of this form required four printing passes. This was
Figure 8.
an expensive way of manufacturing. All of the other krajczár
tax notice forms (#1-9 and #16-26) have both indicia on the front side of the form. Tax
notice form #1a is illustrated below in Figure 9. It makes sense that these forms would
follow forms #10-15; with both indicia imprints on the same side, it reduced the printing
process to three printing passes, and thus reduced the cost of printing the forms. However, to
be consistent across the various years of issuance, I decided to order the tax notice forms
issued in 1884 in alphabetical order, rather than listing them in a strictly chronological way.

12
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Figure 9. Tax notice form 1a front (both indicia on same side) and rear.
1884. Heading: Adóintés. Both indicia on the front, heading in
ornate font 54 mm long, year in the signature line 188 .

1a 2k + 2k brown, front A / rear A. minta.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice (same for 1a, 1b, 1c)
1b 2k + 2k brown, front A. / rear A. minta.
Receipt
1c 2k + 2k brown, front A. minta. / rear A. minta.
Receipt
2 2k + 2k brown, front B. / rear B. minta.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice
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Used

10

15
3
5

15

15
3

15

15
3

10

15
5
10
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1884. Heading: Adóintés-Foglio d’ammonizione. Both indicia on the front,
heading in antique font, year in the signature line 188 .

3

2k + 2k brown, front A. / rear A. minta-Formulare A
Receipt
Upper part with the notice

Mint

Used

30

40
15
20

Mint

Used

20

30
10
15

Mint

Used

15

15
5
10

10

15
5

50
20

20
10

15

10
3
5

15

10
3

50
10

15
5
10

1884. Heading: Porezna opomena. Both indicia on the front, heading in
antique font, year in the signature line 188 .

4

2k + 2k brown, front A. / rear Obrazac A.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice

1884. Heading: Intés. Both indicia on the front, heading in ornate font, year
in the signature line 188 .

5a 2k + 2k brown, front C. / rear C. minta.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice (same for 5a, 5b and 5c)
5b 2k + 2k brown, front C. / rear C. minta.
Receipt
5bN 2k + 2k brown, front C. / rear C. minta., Reprint on 0.43 mm thick card
5c 2k + 2k brown, front C. minta./ rear C. minta.
Receipt
6a 2k + 2k brown, front D. / rear D. minta.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice (same for 6a and 6b)
6b 2k + 2k brown, front D. / rear D. minta.
Receipt
6bN 2k + 2k brown, front D. / rear D. minta., Reprint on 0.43 mm thick card
7 2k + 2k brown, front E. / rear E. minta.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice
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1884. Heading: Intés -Foglio d’ammonizione. Both indicia on the front,
heading in antique font, year in the signature line 188 .
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2k + 2k brown, front C. / rear C. minta-Formulare C.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice

Mint

Used

40

50
20
25

Mint

Used

30

40
15
20

Mint

Used

30

30
10
15

Mint

Used

30

20
5
10

20

20
5
10

20

20
5
10

20

20
5
10

20

20
5
10

1884. Heading: Opomena. Both indicia on the front, heading in ornate font,
year in the signature line 188 .
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2k + 2k brown, front C. / rear Obrazac C.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice

1884. Heading: Adóintés. One indicium on the front and one on the rear,
heading in grotesque font 30 mm long (including the period), always on
paper with watermark VII, year in the signature line 188 .

10 2k + 2k brown, front C. minta./ rear no letter
Receipt
Upper part with the notice
1884. Heading: Adóintés. One indicium on the front and one on the rear,
heading in grotesque font 35 mm long, year in the signature line 188 .

11 2k + 2k brown, front F. minta. / rear F. minta.
Receipt (F.minta 20 mm lower than Budapest)
Upper part with the notice
12 2k + 2k brown, front G. minta. / rear G. minta.
Receipt (G.minta 20 mm lower than Budapest)
Upper part with the notice
13 2k + 2k brown, front H. minta. / rear H. minta.
Receipt (H.minta 20 mm lower than Budapest)
Upper part with the notice
14 2k + 2k brown, front J. minta. / rear J. minta.
Receipt (J.minta 20 mm lower than Budapest)
Upper part with the notice
15 2k + 2k brown, front K. minta. / rear K. minta.
Receipt (K.minta 20 mm lower than Budapest)
Upper part with the notice
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1886. Heading: Adóintés. Both indicia on the front, heading in grotesque
font 35 mm long, year in the signature line 188 .

16 2k + 2k brown, front F. minta. / rear F. minta.
Receipt (F.minta 11 mm lower than Budapest)
Upper part with the notice
17 2k + 2k brown, front G. / rear G. minta.
Receipt (G.minta 11 mm lower than Budapest)
Upper part with the notice
18 2k + 2k brown, front H. minta. / rear H. minta.
Receipt (H.minta 11 mm lower than Budapest)
Upper part with the notice
19 2k + 2k brown, front J. minta. / rear J. minta.
Receipt (J.minta 11 mm lower than Budapest)
Upper part with the notice
20 2k + 2k brown, front K. minta. / rear K. minta.
Receipt (K.minta 11 mm lower than Budapest)
Upper part with the notice

Mint

Used

20

20
5
10

20

20
5
10

20

20
5
10

20

20
5
10

30

30
10
10

Mint

Used

20

20
5
10

1890. Heading: Adóintés. Both indicia on the front, heading in
ornate font, year in the signature line 18 .

21 2k + 2k brown, front A. / rear A. minta
Receipt
Upper part with the notice
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1890. Heading: Porezna opomena. Both indicia on the front, heading in
antique font, year in the signature line 18 .

22 2k + 2k brown, front A. / rear Obrazac A.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice

Mint

Used

30

30
10
15

Mint

Used

20

20
5
10

Mint

Used

30

30
10
15

Mint

Used

30

30
10
15

30

30
10
15

1890. Heading: Intés. Both indicia on the front, heading in ornate font, year
in the signature line 18 .

23 2k + 2k brown, front C. / rear C. minta.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice
1890. Heading: Opomena. Both indicia on the front, heading in ornate font,
year in the signature line 188 .

24 2k + 2k brown, front C. / rear Obrazac C.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice

1890. Heading: Adóintés. Both indicia on the front, heading in
grotesque font, year in the signature line 18 .

25 2k + 2k brown, front H. minta. / rear H. minta.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice
26 2k + 2k brown, front J. minta. / rear J. minta.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice
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The Korona – Fillér Era: 1900-1926
In 1892, the Austro-Hungarian Empire adopted the gold standard, which included the
introduction of a new currency, the Korona consisting of 100 fillér in the Hungarian portion
of the Empire (in the Austrian half of the Empire, the Krone of 100 heller). The value of the
Korona was set at 2 Korona = 1 Forint (or 2 fillér to the krajczár) of the previous silver based
currency. From 1900 onwards, the Korona and the Krone were the only legal banknotes
within the Empire. This, in turn, necessitated a change in the denomination of postage
stamps and postal stationery, including the tax notice forms.
The tax notice forms issued in 1922 (forms #41 and #42) were the last ones issued until 1926.
Tax notice forms of the mid-1920s have increasing amounts of adhesive postage stamps
applied to them to keep pace with the ever increasing postage rates during the major inflation
of Hungary's currency of that time period.
All of the tax notice forms issued in 1900 (#27 through #31) have two 4
fillér indicia on the front of the form. This indicium is illustrated at 150%
of its actual size in Figure 10, at left.

Figure 10.

1900. Heading: Adóintés in ornate font, year in the signature line
190 .

27 4f + 4f brown, front A. / rear A. minta
Receipt
Upper part with the notice

Mint

Used

20

20
5
10

Mint

Used

60

80
30
40

Mint

Used

20

30
10
15

1900. Heading: Adóintés - Foglio d’ammonizione in antique font,
year in the signature line 1 .

28 4f + 4f brown, front A. / rear A. minta - Formulare A
Receipt
Upper part with the notice

1900. Heading: Porezna opomena in antique font, year in the
signature line 1 .

29 4f + 4f brown, front A. / rear Obrazac A.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice
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1900. Heading: Intés in ornate font, year in the signature line 19 .

30a 4f + 4f brown, front C. / rear C. minta.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice
30b 4f + f brown, front C. / rear C. minta., with watermark Gy II
Receipt
Upper part with the notice

Mint

Used

10

10
3
5

30

30
10
15

Mint

Used

20

30
10
15

1900. Heading: Opomena in ornate font, year in the signature line
19 .

31 4f + 4f brown, front C. / rear Obrazac C.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice

All of the tax notice forms issued between 1903 and 1912 (#32a through
#37) have two 5 fillér indicia on the front of the form. This indicium is
illustrated at 150% of its actual size in Figure 11, at left.

Figure 11.

1903. Heading: Adóintés in ornate font,

32a 5f + 5f brown, front A. / rear A. minta, year 190 .
Receipt
Upper part with the notice
32b 5f + 5f brown, front A. / rear A. minta, year 19 .
Receipt
Upper part with the notice
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Mint

Used

20

20
5
10

20

20
5
10
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1903. Heading: Intés in ornate font, year in the signature line 19 .

33 5f + 5f brown, front C. / rear C. minta.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice
34 5f + 5f brown, front D. / rear D. minta.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice

Mint

Used

30

30
10
15

30

30
10
15

Mint

Used

30

30
10
15

Mint

Used

30

30
10
15

Mint

Used

30

30
10
15

1912. Heading: Adóintés in antique font showing tax law number,
year in the signature line 191 .

35 5f + 5f brown, front A. / rear A. minta
Receipt
Upper part with the notice

1912. Heading: Porezna opomena in antique font, year in the
signature line 191 .

36 5f + 5f brown, front A. / rear Obrazac A.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice

1912. Heading: Intés in antique italic font with coat of arms, both
capital letter codes in italics, year in the signature line 19 .

37 5f + 5f brown, front C. / rear C. minta.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice
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The single tax notice form issued in 1916 (#38) has two 8 fillér indicia on
the front of the form. This indicium is illustrated at 150% of its actual
size in Figure 12, at left.

Figure 12.

1916. Heading: Adóintés in antique font, year in signature line 191 .

38 8 f + 8 f brown, front A. / rear A. minta.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice

Mint

Used

30

30
10
15

The two tax notice forms issued in 1920 and 1921 (#39 and #40) both
have two 60 fillér indicia on the front of the form. This indicium is
illustrated at 150% of its actual size in Figure 13, at left.

Figure 13.

1921. Heading: Adóintés in antique font showing tax law number,
year in the signature line 192 .

39 60f + 60f brown, front A. / rear A. minta
Receipt
Upper part with the notice
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Mint

Used

30

40
15
20
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1920. Heading: Intés in antique italic font with coat of arms, year in
the signature line 19 .

40 60f + 60f brown, front C. / rear C. minta.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice

Mint

Used

30

40
15
20

The two tax notice forms issued in 1922 (#41 and #42) both have two 1½
Korona indicia on the front of the form. This indicium is illustrated at
150% of its actual size in Figure 14, at left.

Figure 14.
1922. Heading: Adóintés in antique font showing tax law number,
year in the signature line 192 .

41 1½ K + 1½ K brown, front A. / rear A. minta
Receipt
Upper part with the notice

Mint

Used

30

40
15
20

Mint

Used

30

40
15
20

1922. Heading: Intés in antique italic font with coat of arms, year in
the signature line 19 .

42 1½ K + 1½ K brown, front D. / rear D. minta.
Receipt
Upper part with the notice
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The Pengő – Fillér Era: 1926-1940
As a result of the major inflation in Hungary’s currency during the post-war period, on April
1, 1926, the Korona was replaced by a new currency, the Pengő, at a rate of 12,500 Korona =
1 Pengő. Both currencies were subdivided into 100 fillér, though at the time of the
introduction of the new currency, the existing fillér was virtually worthless.
The introduction of a new currency, once again, necessitated a change in the denomination of
postage stamps and postal stationery, including the tax notice forms. The format of the tax
notice forms was also radically altered, becoming a two-part form as illustrated in Figure 3,
above, and Figure 15, below. A new indicium was designed with the colours being changed
to violet and green and Crown of St. Stephen being larger. All these tax notice forms have
two indicia, one on the front of the form and the other on the rear of the form. All forms now
have the heading Adóintés preceded with either the Roman numeral I or II. The use of
capital letter codes to indicate the type of form ceases. However, at lower left of the
Adóintés portion of the rear of the form, there is now a footnote beginning with a number and
the word rakt., and from 1929, the year of printing was also indicated on the form.
The tax notice forms issued in 1926, 1931 and 1933 were all issued with two values: a local
rate form intended for use in Budapest and a higher inland rate form intended for use outside
of Budapest.

Figure 15. The front and rear of tax notice form #43a.
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The indicia for forms #43-44 and #45-46 are
illustrated here at 150% of their actual size. The
local rate indicium of 4 fillér is shown at left in
Figure 16 and the indicum for the inland rate of 8
fillér is shown at right in Figure 17.
Figure 16.

Figure 17.

The year in the signature lines is either “192__” as illustrated in Figure 18, “19___” as
illustrated in Figure 19 for forms #43b and #44b or “19___” as illustrated in Figure 20 for
forms #45b and 46c.
Figure 18.

Figure 19.

Figure 20.

I. Adóintés (Local Rate)
43a

4f + 4f violet, 2. rakt., year in signature line 192
Receipt (Tértivevény)
Part with notice (Adóintés)

20

30
10
15

43b

4f + 4f violet, 350. rakt., year in signature line 19
Receipt
Part with notice

30

30
10
15

30

30
10
15
30
10
15

II. Adóintés (Local Rate)
44a

44b

4f + 4f violet, 3. rakt., year in signature line 192 .
Receipt
Part with notice
4f + 4f violet, 351. rakt., year in signature line 19 .
Receipt
Part with notice

30

I. Adóintés (Inland Rate)
45a

8f + 8f green, 41. rakt., year in signature line 192 .
Receipt (Tértivevény)
Part with notice (Adóintés)

30

30
10
15

45b

8f + 8f green, 352. rakt., year in signature line 19 .
Receipt
Part with notice

30

30
10
15

30

30
10
15
30
10
15

II. Adóintés (Inland Rate)
46a

46b

46c

24

8f + 8f green, 42. rakt., (no year of printing)
Receipt
Part with notice
8f + 8f violet, 42. rakt., (1929)
Receipt
Part with notice
8f + 8f green, 353. rakt., year in signature line 19 .
Receipt

30

30

30
15
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The indicia for forms #47-48 and #49-50 are
illustrated here at 150% of their actual size. The
local rate indicium of 6 fillér is shown at left in
Figure 21 and the indicum for the inland rate of 10
fillér is shown at right in Figure 22.
Figure 21.

Figure 22.

The year in the signature line for all forms is “193__” as per Figure 23, below. Each form
has the year of printing in parenthesis.
Figure 23.
I. Adóintés (Local Rate)
47

6f + 6f yellow-green, 350. rakt., (1933)
Receipt (Tértivevény)
Part with notice (Adóintés)

30

30
10
15

30

30
10
15
30
10
15

II. Adóintés (Local Rate)
48a

48b

48c

6f + 6f dark green, 351. rakt., (1931)
Receipt
Part with notice
6f + 6f yellow-green, 351. rakt., (1931)
Receipt
Part with notice
6f + 6f yellow-green, 351. rakt., (1933)
Receipt
Part with notice

30

30

30
10
15

I. Adóintés (Inland Rate)
49a

10f + 10f brown, 352. rakt., (1931)
Receipt (Tértivevény)
Part with notice (Adóintés)

30

30
10
15

49b

10f + 10f brown, 352. rakt., (1932)
Receipt
Part with notice

30

30
10
15

30

30
10
15
30
10
15
30
10
15

II. Adóintés (Inland Rate)
50a
10f + 10f brown, 353. rakt., (1931)
Receipt
Part with notice
50b
10f + 10f brown, 353. rakt., (1932)
Receipt
Part with notice
50c
10f + 10f brown, 353. rakt., (1933)
Receipt
Part with notice
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In 1933, a new “Turul”1 design for the indicia on
the tax notice forms was introduced. The indicia
for forms #51-52 and #53-54 are illustrated here
at 150% of their actual size. The local rate
indicium of 6 fillér is shown at left in Figure 24
and the indicum for the inland rate of 10 fillér is
shown at right in Figure 25. The year in the
signature line for all forms is “193__” as per
Figure 26, below. Each form has the year of
printing in parenthesis.

Figure 24.

Figure 25.
Figure 26.

I. Adóintés (Local Rate)
51a

6f + 6f light green, 350. rakt., (1933)
Receipt (Tértivevény)
Part with notice (Adóintés)

30

40
15
20

51a

6f + 6f light green, 350. rakt., (1936)
Receipt
Part with notice

30

40
15
20

30

40
15
20

II. Adóintés (Local Rate)
52

6f + 6f light green, 351. rakt., (1934)
Receipt
Part with notice

I. Adóintés (Inland Rate)
53a

10f + 10f dark green, 352. rakt., (1933)
Receipt (Tértivevény)
Part with notice (Adóintés)

30

40
15
20

53b

10f + 10f dark green, 352. rakt., (1937)
Receipt
Part with notice

30

40
15
20

53c

10f + 10f dark green, 352. rakt., (1938)
Receipt
Part with notice

30

40
15
20

53d

10f + 10f dark green, 352. rakt., (1939)
Receipt
Part with notice

30

40
15
20

53e

10f + 10f dark green, 352. rakt., (1940)
Receipt
Part with notice

30

40
15
20
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II. Adóintés (Inland Rate)
54a
10f + 10f dark green, 353. rakt., (1939)

30

40
15
20

30

40
15
20

Receipt (Tértivevény)
Part with notice (Adóintés)

54b

10f + 10f dark green, 353. rakt., (1940)
Receipt
Part with notice

Closing
If any reader has any types of tax notice forms that are not listed above, I would be very
grateful to know about them. Please contact me through the Editor of The News.
Note
1. There are two main Hungarian legends about a mythical bird called the “Turul”. The bird is usually described as a giant
eagle or a falcon with a sword in its talons.
The first Turul legend is the story of Princess Emese, consort of a Scythian king. She once had a dream in which a Turul
appeared to her and a crystal-clear stream started to flow from her, and as it moved westward, it grew into a mighty river.
This dream represented her symbolic impregnation by the Turul, and meant that she would give birth to a line of great
rulers. Emese later gave birth to Álmos, who was the father of Árpád, the great leader of the Magyars and founder of
Hungary.
In the second legend, the leader of the Hungarian tribes had a dream in which eagles attacked their horses and a Turul came
and saved them. This symbolized that they had to migrate, and when they did so, the Turul showed the way and eventually
led them to the land that became Hungary.
Because of these legends, the Turul became a symbol of Magyar identity that has been represented throughout history and is
still used today including on the coat of arms of the Hungarian Army and the Office of National Security.

Appendix I
German Text of Postal Regulation Nr. 2662 from H. Kropf
---2662/1884 Im Sitze solcher kön. Postämter, bei welchen der Bestellungsdienst durch
beeidete Postorgane versehen wird, werden in Zukunft die Gemeinden, städtischen and kön.
Steuerämter die Steuer- and Gebühren-Mahnungen mittelst der Post zustellen lassen
Die auf den Mahnungen eingeprägten 2 kr. Briefmarken sind zu obliteriren and die
Mahnungen unter den Briefträgern zur nächsten Bestellung auszuteilen, welche die
Übernahme in einem aus einer geeigneten Post-Drucksorte hergestellten Buche zu bestätigen
haben.
Die Mahnungen müssen an Adressaten gerichtet sein, welche im Sitze des bez. ärarischen
Postamtes wohnen. Nachsendungen sind unstatthaft.
Das mahnende Amt hat die Mahnung vollständig auszufüllen und die Adresse des zu
Mahnenden, und auf der Empfangsbestätigung die eigene Adresse rein und leserlich
einzutragen. Die Mahnungen sind in einem Aufgabeverzeichnis (Form.I.) einzutragen und zu
einer verabredeten, solchen Stunde dem Postamt zu übergeben, wann der Amtsvorstand, oder
der mit der Abfertigung der Briefträger betraute Beamte am besten in der Lage ist, die
Mahnungen zu überprüfen and mit dem Verzeichnisse zu übernehmen.--October – December 2015
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Appendix II
Earliest Known Dates of Use
1a
1b
1c
2
3
4
5a
5b
5c
6a
6b
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1884-11-24 22 1897-11-19 44b
1886-07-31 23 1895-02-10 45a
1884-12-10 24 1900-05-11 45b
25
46a
26 1892-04-21 46b
1891-06-10 27 1901-08-19 46c
1885-06-23 28
47
1889-07-17 29 1902-02-23 48a
1888-01-06 30a 1902-01-14 48b
1884-04-22 30b
48c
1885-05-04 31
49a
32a
49b
32b 1913-02-21 50a
1886-08-12 33 1911-05-31 50b
1885-12-09 34 1911-12-05 50c
1884-04-29 35 1913-08-26 51a
1884-12-04 36
51b
1884-06-20 37 1918-06-15 52
38 1918-08-23 53a
1885-10-20 39 1921-03-03 53b
1889-03-11 40
53c
1886-06-23 41
53d
1886-09-11 42
53e
1889-10-28 43a
54a
1892-05-18 43b 1930-10-20 54b
1897-06-23 44a

1928-11-19
1931-01-29
1931-11-06
1931-11-04
1933-05-16

1931-10-22

If anyone has an earlier date of usage, please contact the Editor of The News.
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Appendix III
Concordance Table
Numbering of Ascher (1928), Higgins & Gage (1970), Michel (2008) and van Weenen
(2014).
Ascher
1a
1b
1c
1d
1e
1f
2a I
2b I
2c I
2d I
2e I
3I
3 II
4I
5a I
5a II
5b I
6a I
6a II
6b I
6c I
7I
7 II
8I
9a
9b
10a
10b
11
12a
12b
12c
13a
13b
14
15

H&G
V1
V 1a
V 1b
V 1c
V 1d
V 1e
V2
V 2a
V 2b
V 2c
V 2d
V 3 (188)
V 3 (18)
V 4 (188)
V 5 (188)
V 5a (18)
V 5b (188)
V6
V 6a
V 6b
V 6c
V7
V 7a
V8
V9
V 9a
V 10
V 10a
V 11
V 12
V 12a
V 12b
V 13
V 13a
V 14
V 15

October – December 2015

Michel
DPB 8 II
DPB 8 I F
DPB 8 I G
DPB 8 I H
DPB 8 I J
DPB 8 I K
DPB 2 F
DPB 2 G
DPB 2 H
DPB 2 K
DPB 3
DPB 4
DPB 1 A
DPB 1 B
DPB 5 C
DPB 5 D
DPB 5 E
DPB 6
DPB 7
DPB 9
DPB 10
DPB 11
DPB 12
DPB 13
DPB 14
DPB 15
DPB 16
DPB 17
DPB 18
DPB 19

van Weenen
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
4
22
3
1a, 1b, 1c
21
2
5a, 5b, 5c
23
6a, 6b
7
9
24
8
27
30a, 30b
29
31
28
32a
33
34
35
37
36
38
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16a
16b
17a
17b

V 16
V 16a
V 17
V 17a
V 18
V 19
V 20
V 21
V 22
V 23

DPB 20
DPB 21
DPB 22
DPB 23
DPB 24
DPB 25
DPB 26
DPB 27
DPB 28
DPB 29

39
40
41
42
43a, 43b, 44a, 44b
45a, 45b, 46a, 46b, 46c
47, 48a, 48b, 48c
49a, 49b, 50a, 50b, 50c
51a, 51b, 52
53a, 53b, 53c, 53d, 53e, 54a, 54b
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NOTES ON EINSTEIN AND MISKOLCZ
by Alan Soble
In the brief celebratory paragraphs about Albert Einstein (The News, July-Sept., 2015, p. 33)
inserted to accompany and illuminate the release of a stamp in Einstein's honor by Hungary
in 2015, The News told us that Einstein was born (1879) in Germany (in Ulm, a city situated
on the Danube in an area of the Kingdom of Württemberg that could be seen by various eyes
as Swabian Bavaria or Bavarian Swabia), and that Einstein may have been the greatest
scientist of the 20th century. To supplement this item in The News, I'd like to bring to the
attention of the Magyarphile audience of the Society for Hungarian Philately three significant
links between Professor Einstein and Hungary.
Einstein lived with his wife Mileva Marić at 20 Kisačka Street, Újvidék (now Novi Sad, in
Vojvodina), from 1905 to 1907. Újvidék (called "Neusatz" in German; see Figure 1) was at
the time located in the Kingdom of Hungary and situated in southern Bács-Bodrog Vármegye
– until the city was whacked away by the 1920 Treaty of Trianon. During the Visszatért
period, Újvidék was again located in Hungary, de facto if not de jure, from April 11, 1941 to
October 23, 1944 (see the map in Figure 2 and the Visszatért cover in Figure 3). Second,
Einstein collaborated with the Hungarian scientist Leó Szilárd in sending a letter to U.S.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt, which successfully encouraged him to begin an American
atomic weapons project, in order to preempt the German intention to do so. Third, Einstein
subsequently worked closely on the development of an atomic weapon with an enormously
prolific and brilliant polymath, the Hungarian János von Neumann, who, according to some
views, was a more productive and creative scientist than Einstein.

Figure 1. The stamp is a blue 10 Kr Ferenc József, perhaps a lithograph. The cancel, dated
28|8 71 (28 August 1871), is bilingual, Hungarian-German, all in upper-case letters: UJVIDÉK–NEUSATZ. The "U" in "Uj" is either perfectly correct or is missing an accent. The
unpredictable and perhaps totally random appearances of "Ujvidék" and "Újvidék" have
been plaguing me by now for several years. See Figure 3 for examples of the accented
version of the name.
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Figure 2. Lower Hungary, Dél-visszatért territories, and part of the Balkans during World
War II. Novi Sad (officially renamed "Újvidék") is in the eastern triangular area annexed by
Hungary, which also includes Szabadka (Hungarian) = Subotica (Serbo-Croat).

Figure 3. A Visszatért commemorative cover mailed registered from Újvidék (in territory
reclaimed from Yugoslavia) on 41 IV. 28 (28 April 1941) to Eger (in Heves megye).
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Further, I was intrigued by the cover shown in Figure 25 on p. 24 of The News, in the essay
by Jan Jaap de Weerd on the hyperinflation use of Turul postal cards (see my own Figure 4).
One detail of interest is that the "paid with cash" (Készpenzzel) cancellation, which halfobliterates the Turul indicium, spells, in its bottom arc, the name of the city "Miskolcz," with
a terminal "z," as late as 1945. Postal markings and inscriptions had been replacing "cz"
with "c," as in, for example, the change from "Debreczen" to "Debrecen" in cancels and from
"Czím" to "Cím" (vs. Feladó) on the postage side of postal cards. (See my "Caps, Hyphens,
Dots, and Slashes," The News of Hungarian Philately 40:4 [2009], 6-27. In endnote 14, the
observation is made that "Czím" inscribed on WWI Tábori cards was reduced to "Cím" on
WWII Tábori cards.) Also see, for other mysterious hyphens and slashes, my "Vágújhely,"
The News 43:2 [2012], 17-26.) A significant orthographic change in cancellations, from the
use of "OCT" to "OKT" as the month abbreviation, which began around 1890, was pretty
much finished by the 1920s, although later uses of "OCT" are fun to hunt for and find (and
then wonder, in the middle of the night, how or why it exists). The change from "cz" to "c"
seems to have been generally accomplished by the late-1930s; that's why I am surprised to
see "Miskolcz" still used in 1945. However, I should have been prepared for it, for in Figure
5, I display next to each other an older "Miskolcz" K cancel and the new N "Miskolc" cancel.
The strip of three "Miskolcz" is the 20f red Templom (II) St. Stephen, released in 1941,
MBK #700, with watermark X; it is clearly cancelled in the 1940s. I am unable to discover
the watermark of the "Miskolc" 20f pair on piece; when they were made, used, and cancelled
remains, as a result, debatable.

Figure 4. The cropped upper right corner of the postal card shown in Jan Jaap de Weerd's
Figure 25. Both the "cenzura" marking in the rectangular box and the "paid with cash"
cancel spell the name of the city "Miskolcz," retaining the "z." By the way, I fearfully sense
another "u" vs. "ú" tangle; some of my linguistic sources insist on "cenzúra," while the
marking here omits the diacritic.
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Figure 5. An older "Miskolcz" cancel (bottom): the 3C cancel is type K, crown plus grille,
enlisted in 1917 (Monográfiája, Vol. 6, p. 352). A newer z-less "Miskolc" cancel (top): the
2L cancel is type N, crown but no grille, enlisted in 1931 (see #767, p. 401, and p. 408,
Monográfiája, Vol. 6). Type N becomes very common during the war (see Figure 3, above)
and after the war, until the late 1940s, when the crown is MIA or POW (it was not AWOL).
By the way, I did not cut the semicircle in the piece. It came that way.
Jan Jaap de Weerd says about his Figure 25 postal card (my Figure 4), "The Miskolcz civil
censor mark is a re-use of a somewhat adapted handstamp previously used during the First
World War" (from his caption on p. 24 to Figure 25). His idea – modified to suit my
purposes – is that the "Cenzura" handstamp was made right before or during World War I, it
was put aside (instead of destroyed) when it was no longer being used, and was recalled for
active duty more than a score of years later, still in serviceable condition and bearing the
older spelling of the town name. Even though the handstamp had been "adapted" (visual
inspection suggests that letters, digits, or symbols have been removed), the person who
altered the handstamp did not, while he was at it, think it important to remove also the "z."
One extra swipe would have done the deed and made the handstamp orthographically proper.
Why the reluctance? Did he (or she) secretly harbor a dislike of all these newfangled
spellings?
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The phenomenon of the revival of (nearly) dead postal cancellers has arisen several times in
my philatelic studies, so I am pleased to find yet another example. In my series of essays
titled "Obliterations," I had occasion to mention that after World War II some Czech post
offices were able to employ authentic cancellers that required no "re-nationalization" and
were immediately available, despite how the German influence in the postal service during
the war years had politically mangled the cancellers of Bohemia and Moravia, because "prewar Czechoslovak cancels hidden by some postal authorities . . . were put to use” (K.
Vsetecka, “Postal Cancellations and the Language Question in the Czech Lands,”
Czechoslovakian Specialist XXXI, no. 291 [March, 1969], p. 37). Hiding Újvidék
cancellers, as well as those in other lost territories, hoping for an eventual Visszatért,
possibly occurred. There is also the legendary Lugos canceller that was born during World
War I and, as far as we know, is still canceling stamps or documents (see "Persistent
Survivors in Lugos/Lugoj," The News 45:4 [2014], 10–19).
In some cases it might be difficult to distinguish (i) an old item that has been preserved,
bearing an obsolete name or word, and brought out of moth balls to do its former job once
again, and (ii) a relatively newly manufactured item that does the same job and for some
unearthly reason bears the same old obsolete name. I am not proposing that the Figure 25
Miskolcz cenzura handstamp is of type (ii), but Jan Jaap de Weerd seems so convinced that it
is of type (i) that I would be pleased to hear his reasons (which must take into account the
missed opportunity to bring the handstamp up to date by doing a quick Trianon on the "z").

2015 NEW ISSUES
House of Parliament IV: The Hunting Hall and Delegation Room
Date of issue: 1 October 2015
Total face value: HUF 2,000 (On the
date of issue, the HUF 250 stamp pays
the postage of a domestic non-priority
letter up to 250 g.)
Printing method: offset
Number of copies: 50,000
Imperforate size of the miniature sheet:
128 mm x 128 mm, perforated size of
stamps in the sheet: 35 x 35 mm.
Printed by: Pénzjegynyomda Zrt.
Photograph by: József Hajdú
Designed by: Eszter Domé
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The Hungarian House of Parliament is one of the most beautiful public buildings in the
world. This souvenir sheet is the fourth in a series which, since 2012, has highlighted the
most stunning aspects the building’s architecture. The Parliament’s large imposing dining
hall, the Hunting Hall, is situated opposite the main staircase. Aladár Körösfői-Kriesch’s
fresco on the southern wall depicts the two king brothers Buda and Attila engaged in the
princely pursuit of fighting a bison. In contrast with the drama of the chase, a more tranquil
sight is offered by a fresco depicting fishing on Lake Balaton by an outstanding exponent of
the Hungarian Secession on the northern side of the room.
At the end of the cross-wing of the building, there is the broad and decorative delegation
corridor, from which the Delegation Room opens. This room was the venue where, during
the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, Hungarian representatives and nobles discussed the
Monarchy’s joint affairs including foreign policy, military and financial issues. On the long
side, above the entrance, a large wall painting by Andor Dudits depicts the coronation of
Franz Joseph I, a reminder today of an important event in the creation of the dual monarchy.
Source: budapestcity.org
Kálmán Széll Memorial Year
Date of issue: 1 October 2015
Face value: HUF 145 (On the date of issue, the HUF 145
stamp pays the postage of a domestic priority postcard and
standard letter.)
Printing method: offset
Number of copies: 200,000
Perforated size: 30 x 40 mm (50 stamps/sheet)
Printed by: ANY Security Printing Company
Designed by: Attila Elekes
The commemorative stamp issued to mark the Kálmán Széll
Memorial Year shows a portrait of Kálmán Széll (1843-1915)
using a detail of an oil painting by Elemér Halász-Hradil.
Born in Gastony in Vas County on 8 June 1843, the
Hungarian politician Kálmán Széll was minister of finance and prime minister during the
dual monarchy. Kálmán Széll attended school in Szombathely and Sopron before going to
Budapest’s Pázmány Péter University, where he graduated from law in 1866. On the advice
of Ferenc Deák, he studied finance and soon became recognised as one of Hungary’s
foremost financial experts. In March 1875, he became minister of finance as a member of
the Liberal Party, a post he also occupied under Kálmán Tisza’s government.
After the Monarchy occupied Bosnia under the Congress of Berlin, Széll resigned from the
cabinet in October 1878 and became involved mainly in economic and cultural affairs, which
included acting as president of the Transdanubian Cultural Society. He returned to politics in
1897, in response to the crisis that erupted when relations between Prime Minister Dezső
Bánffy and the opposition deteriorated. Franz Joseph I entrusted Széll with resolving the
crisis, which he managed to do after his appointment as prime minister on 26 February 1899.
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During his four-year term of office, serving as both prime minister and interior minister,
Kálmán Széll settled the internal status of Fiume, and introduced provisions for the training
of civil servants at lower administrative levels and on the conflict of interest of parliamentary
representatives. As prime minister, he successfully negotiated a new economic compromise
with the Austrian government in 1902. Source: rubicon.hu; szka.hu
150 years of the International Telecommunication Union and the ITU World Telecom
Conference 2015, Budapest

Date of issue: 12 October 2015
Face value: HUF 375 (On the date of issue, the HUF 375 stamp pays the postage of a priority
postcard or standard letter to outside Europe.)
Printing method: offset
Number of copies: 210,000
Perforated size of the stamp: 18 x 25.2 mm.
Perforated size of label: 36.25 x 25.2 mm (35 stamps/sheet)
Printed by: Pénzjegynyomda
Designed by: István Weisenburger
The International Telecommunication Union (originally the International Telegraph Union,
abbreviated as ITU) is the United Nation’s agency for information and communication
technologies. The first international agreement was signed by the representatives of 20
member states in Paris on 17 May 1865 and this date is the official date of the organisation’s
foundation. All countries that sign the International Telecommunication Convention can join
the Union. Its duties are to ensure international cooperation in the development of
telecommunication services and their technical equipment. Hungary joined the organisation
on 1 January 1866. The ITU Telecom World is an annual conference; this year it was held in
Budapest between 12 and 15 October. This global event provides a platform for developers
of the information and communication technologies, government actors, regulatory
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authorities and leading players of the industry to meet, present the latest trends, and nurture
and establish industrial and intergovernmental relations. Source: kislexikon.hu; kormány.hu

The Hungarian Registered Mail Label is 125 Years Old
Date of issue: 17 October 2015
Face value: Domestic (upon issue HUF 115)
Printing technique: offset printing
Initial number of copies issued: 5 000 sheets
Stamp perforated size: 18x25.2 mm
Coupon perforated size: 36.25x25.2 mm
Producer: Pénzjegynyomda
Designer: Imre Benedek
Magyar Posta is commemorating the 125th anniversary of introduction of the Hungarian
registered mail label by issuing a special postage stamp with a coupon. On the coupon
attached to the Message Stamp IV - Domestic 35 (Üzenet bélyegem IV. – Belföld35) postage
stamp, there is a montage of a number of Hungarian registered mail labels.
The registered mail label was introduced in international circulation by UPU in 1883. In
Hungary, the use of registered mail labels was prescribed in Decree No. 60.817/1889 dated 4
February 1890. Its symbol is the letter R, from the French word recommandé. Its paper and
the colour of its letters vary, but the symbol R is always stated on it, as well as the receiving
post office and the item number.
The Headquarters of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences is 150 Years Old
Date of issue: 10 November 2015
Face value: HUF 500 (On the date of issue,
the HUF 500 stamp can be used as an
additional denomination)
Printing method: intaglio printing
Number of copies: 155,000
Perforated size of the stamp: 30 x 40 mm (50
stamps/sheet)
Printed by: Pénzjegynyomda
Designed and engraved by: György Pálinkás
The building of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences was inaugurated in 1865. It was
built at a turning point in the urban and architectural history of Budapest and was one of the
first, yet most mature and valuable examples of the Revival Neo-Renaissance style. In 1860,
a nationwide collection began to raise funds for the construction of the building. A design
competition was announced in 1861 and the winning Neo-Renaissance design was submitted
by the Prussian king’s architect, Friedrich August Stüler. Emil Wolff made the façade
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statuary, and the relief depicting the Academy’s foundation is the work of Barnabás Holló.
Allegorisation, a trend typical of the period, played an important part in the ornamentation of
both the façade and the interior. This was evident both during the building’s construction in
the 1860s and 20 to 30 years later when the masterpiece in the interior ornamentation, the
figural and ornamental design of the ceremonial hall, was completed. The frescos in the hall
were painted by Károly Lotz, while landscapes by Antal Ligeti adorn the Assembly Hall. On
1 January 2012, the Hungarian Academy of Sciences was declared a historic monument by
the National Heritage Institute. Source: mta.hu
Anniversaries and Events in Space Research

Date of issue: 10 November 2015
Total face value: HUF 920 (On the date of issue, the HUF 115 stamp pays the postage of a
domestic non-priority standard letter or postcard.)
Printing method: offset+UV
Number of copies: 110,000
Perforated size of the stamps: 40 x 30 mm;
Imperforate external size of the miniature sheet: 184 x 97mm.
Printed by: ANY Security Printing Company
Photograph by: Cultiris / AKG-IMAGES, Bridgeman Art Library and Science Photo Library
Designed by: Péter Nagy and Zita Nagy
The photo-based designs mark the 50th anniversaries of the spacewalks by Alexey Leonov
and Edward White. On 18 March 1965, Alexey Leonov became the first person to step into
space. He spent 12 minutes outside the spacecraft Voskhod 2. On 3 June the same year, the
Gemini 4 astronaut Edward White spent 36 minutes in space outside his capsule. The stamps
showing the two topical events depict the space probes New Horizons and Dawn. The
former was launched on 19 January 2006 as the first mission in the New Frontiers program.
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During its flight, it approached Jupiter, and reached Pluto on 14 July 2015. After this, the
probe will visit one or more objects in the Kuiper Belt. Dawn is the ninth probe in the
Discovery program, which will explore Ceres as part of its mission and went into orbit round
the dwarf planet on 6 March 2015. Source: nyugat.hu
A special feature of the miniature sheet is that under UV light text describing the space
research anniversaries and events becomes visible as do the planets of the Solar System and
the stylised orbits of the subjects of the topical events, the dwarf planet Ceres and Pluto.

Christmas 2015

Date of issue: 10 November 2015
Number of copies issued: dependent on demand.
Size of the stamp: 34 x 27 mm.
There is security scoring in the stamp design
Imperforate size of the miniature sheet: 100 x 86 mm
Horizontal and vertical lines of perforation separate the stamps in the sheets of 50 stamps.
The stamps in the miniature sheets are directly adjacent to each other with no lines of
perforation aiding separation.
Produced by: CODEX Értékpapírnyomda Zrt.
Designed by: Ágnes Berta
In accordance with its traditions, Magyar Posta is celebrating Christmas by issuing a regular
postage stamp. This year, a self-adhesive stamp bearing the inscription Belföld, i.e. for
domestic non-priority standard letters, is released for sending season’s greetings by post.
The stamps are available as self-adhesive individually die-cut stamps in sheets of 50 stamps
and in miniature sheets that also use special effect foil printing with four stamps. The stamp
design shows reindeer prancing playfully in a snowy winter landscape.
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For Sale:
Loose back issues of The News of Hungarian Philately: Volume 33, #2 April-June 2002 to
Volume 46, # 3 July-September 2015. Missing one issue, Volume 41, #3. 42 issues in total.
Price $40, plus postage.
Contact:

Zoltan Korossy
11227 Woodson Ave.
Kensington, Maryland 20895
Tel: 301-946-2414
zoltanog@gmail.com

WANTED: Consignment material for SHP auctions.
Please submit your surplus philatelic items, stamps, covers, and literature to our auction
chairperson, Jim Gaul: 1920 Fawn Lane, Hellertown, PA 18055-2117 USA, email:
terrynjim@verizon.net. You can set your starting price or consult with Jim to establish the
same. You can help de-clutter your collection, support your Society and provide a source of
new acquisitions for your fellow members all at the same time.
FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY
Book #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12 *

Volumes
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24
25-27
28-30
31-32
33-36

Years
1970-1972
1973-1975
1976-1978
1979-1981
1982-1984
1985-1987
1988-1990
1991-1993
1994-1996
1997-1999
2000-2001
2002-2005

Cost
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$50 *

Each book No. 1 thru 11 individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of the first
11 books for $320.00. * Book No. 12 costs $50 each. Freight fees will be added to all orders.
Orders and inquiries should be sent to:

H. Alan Hoover, 6070 Poplar Spring Drive, Norcross, GA 30092; tel: (770) 840-8766,
e-mail: h.alan.hoover@hungarianphilately.org

1940 MÁTYÁS - BLOKK

Seventy-five years ago on November 7, 1940 the Hungarian Post Office issued this 20 fillér
souvenir sheet, with a 1 Pengő premium for war relief, to commemorate the 500th
anniversary of the birth of King Mátyás Hunyadi.

